The Administration’s “Blueprint For Reform,” and FY 2011 budget proposal set forth an education agenda that would make the expansion of charter schools a cornerstone of the reauthorized Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). Likewise, HR 4330 would promote charter schools as a central catalyst for education reform. Without clearer guidelines, charter school expansion could exacerbate racial and socio-economic isolation, and would also miss an opportunity to promote diversity.

The following recommendations urge Congress to pair federal support for charter school expansion with incentives that would create and sustain racially, economically and linguistically diverse charter schools; safeguards to ensure that the civil rights of all children are protected; and funding increases that would provide for the expansion or replication of effective, diverse magnet school models.

The reauthorized ESEA should ensure that federally funded charters do not contribute to increasing socio-economic and racial isolation: Just as research demonstrates the benefits of diversity, it also demonstrates the harm of racial isolation and concentration of poverty. Unfortunately our nation’s schools are becoming increasingly racially and socio-economically isolated, equivalent to levels of segregation witnessed in the late 1960’s. Charter schools are currently adding to this racial and socioeconomic isolation, as well as increased isolation of English learners and students with disabilities. Especially problematic is the extreme isolation of African Americans in charters, which is occurring at a much higher rate than in regular public schools. Federal policy supporting charter school expansion should contain explicit safeguards to prevent racial and socio-economic isolation from intensifying. These safeguards should include restrictions against new charter schools that lack free transportation or federal lunch support, as their absence is associated with white flight from diverse public schools. The legislative proposals before Congress currently lack such safeguards.

Where federal law encourages charter school creation it should also provide incentives to locate new schools strategically to counter growing racial and socio-economic isolation: If new charters were located to offer opportunities across traditional district boundaries and with federal support for cross-district transportation and outreach to a diverse student body (including English Learners and students with disabilities), charter schools could help reduce racial and socio-
economic isolation. Any new federal law should add incentives to site charter schools that serve two or more districts and to encourage the adoption of diversity goals similar to those required of federally funded magnet schools.

The ESEA should ensure that a charter school is not the only option offered to students attending a failing school. Under current law, a transfer option is supposed to be provided (with free transportation) to students attending schools that persistently fail to make AYP. However, the Administration’s Blueprint makes no explicit reference to either students’ transfer rights or the necessary funding for transportation. Without a viable transfer option, a charter “restart” might be the only choice offered to students in a failing school. Providing only one option would undermine the principle of choice essential to the role of charters as instruments of reform. To provide true choices, the reauthorized Act should retain ESEA’s transfer opportunities for students in failing schools, and include more diverse educational settings among transfer options where feasible. To ensure the viability of such choices, transportation should be provided with additional federal funds, charter schools must permit students from more than one district to enroll, charter “restarts” should not adopt enrollment policies that replicate pre-existing high concentrations of poverty by limiting admissions to neighborhood residents. Most importantly, federal policy should incentivize and reward voluntary “inter-district cooperative agreements” that explicitly seek to reduce racial and socio-economic isolation (including, but not limited to, agreements that arise out of accountability requirements and involve charter schools).

Federally funded charter schools should be expected to serve roughly proportionate numbers of English Learners (ELs), and students with disabilities. New research on charter schools shows a high frequency of underrepresentation of both groups. In districts where charter schools have a history of serving disproportionately low numbers of ELs or students with disabilities, federal law should ensure that there is robust outreach to these underserved populations. Toward this end, the reauthorized Act should add funding for improving such outreach, with all information provided in the major home languages spoken in the districts served. Moreover, the ESEA needs to add safeguards to ensure that federally funded charter schools enroll ELs and students with disabilities in numbers roughly proportionate to the numbers found in the public school district or district(s) served.

Only charter schools that provide accurate and comprehensive data to the public should be considered for replication: Once performance is adjusted by race, class, disability status and EL status, charters have had mixed results. Similarly, adjustments for school attrition are very important in any quality analysis of school performance, because students who leave a choice school may be very different than those who stay. Recent studies suggesting some benefits associated with charter schools were unable to account for the potential impact of school attrition. Where replication of effective charters is the goal, we need more comprehensive and accurate information to distinguish truly effective charters from those that add no benefits when poverty and other factors are taken into account. Moreover, additional safeguards are needed to address this key incentive problem — to prevent schools that transfer out low-scoring students from gaining a competitive edge over schools that retain such students or receive transfers of low scoring students from other schools. Specifically, federal law should not consider for replication those charter schools or operators with high rates of student attrition or disciplinary removal. Moreover, the ESEA should require all public charter schools to be monitored on attrition and discipline rates and other factors to protect the civil rights of students.
Annual oversight and accountability are needed to ensure that federally supported charter schools meet civil rights requirements: Secretary Duncan recently announced that there will be greater attention to disparate impact in DOE oversight, and that new guidance for states and districts will be issued regarding non-compliance with Title VI, Title IX and Section 504. Toward these goals, we urge the Congress to direct the administration to promulgate and disseminate civil rights guidance to states and districts on charter schools similar to the OCR guidance that was archived by the previous administration.

Federal funding for charter schools should be extended to include magnet schools: The current law pertaining to magnets gives priority to districts that specify how magnet schools will reduce racial isolation, and to magnet schools that have been effective. Unfortunately, while the President’s proposed budget and “Blueprint” call for dramatic increases in funding for charter schools, similarly effective magnet schools would only receive a small increase. Yet many magnet schools have very explicit requirements that ensure they promote diversity. By increasing its support of magnet schools Congress would foster additional “proven effective” choice opportunities and promote greater diversity.

The National Coalition on School Diversity is a network of national civil rights organizations, university-based research institutes, local educational advocacy groups, and academic researchers seeking a greater commitment to racial and economic diversity in federal K-12 education policy and funding.
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